
























































        September 7, 2011 
 
Dear Supervisors Cohen, Mar and Wiener, 
 
I am an avid birder, nature guide, Audubon conservation member, bird rescuer and San 
Francisco resident who opposes the legislation entitled “Standards for Bird-Safe 
Building” that is before you today. 
 
You are being asked to approve a boiler-plate document developed in New York City that 
was intended to reduce the occurrence of bird collisions in that city. Over the last century 
New York City has recorded a history of such collisions, occurring mainly during 
extreme weather conditions. 
 
Our City Planning department has not grounded its proposal with empirical data that 
shows that San Francisco has a similar problem. Original data has not been collected, nor 
are there local historical datasets that show this pattern. The Bay Area is the home to at 
least eight scientific organizations dedicated to bird conservation who have not reported 
such a trend. Professional ornithologists agree that each site or habitat is unique and 
requires independent investigation in regard to this issue. 
 
Good legislation requires proof that a systematic problem exists and that the proscriptions 
and prescriptions enacted into law are real remedies. Without baseline statistics that 
measure if this problem exists today we will never know if these new codes have any 
positive (or negative) effect on bird mortality. You may be turning a myth into a legal 
fact. 
 
This question should be turned over to local and bona fide scientists, not amateur 
conservation lobbying groups seeking publicity, as has been done here. If our buildings 
are killing hundreds of thousands of birds annually the evidence should be easy to report. 
Residents and businesses should be accurately informed about which neighborhoods and 
against what building types these birds are colliding. 
 
With this evidence in hand I hope you then will do everything possible to protect birds 
from this threat.  
 
A successful conservation movement needs the support of the public who should not be 
asked to bear artificial or symbolic burdens. 
 
I have included (below) more data in my responses to the SF Planning Department’s 
October and June drafts of the “Safe Buildings” proposal. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Richard Drechsler 
740 Rhode Island St. 
San Francisco, CA 94107 
(415)641-7076 
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         July 10, 2011 
 
 
Regarding:  “Standards for Bird-Safe Buildings” (SBSB) 
                     Public Review Draft – June 11, 2011 
 
 
Dear Planning Department Commissioners, 
 
In December of 2010 I wrote to you opposing the October 2010 version of the “SBSB” 
plan because it lacked empirical data that described either the degree or characteristics of 
bird mortality caused by collisions with structures in San Francisco. Instead, the 
document relied on statistics, photographs and anecdotal accounts from research 
conducted in New York, Chicago and Toronto.  
 
I am an avid birder, nature guide, wildlife hospital volunteer, Audubon conservation 
member and frequent bird rescuer. I worry about birds in this city and believe we should 
do things to make their lives easier and safer. 
 
But I continue to oppose this plan because it still does not use locally collected data to 
demonstrate how, when and where birds collide with structures in San Francisco. All 
other cities referenced have done their “due diligence” by demonstrating to their residents 
the nature and severity of bird collisions. These cities have shown respect for the process 
of governance and for their citizens who will have to abide by new building codes.  
 
These cities have also demonstrated respect for the conservation movement by 
demanding proof through a scientific process. San Franciscans who are lobbying for new 
building codes should be required to provide professionally collected evidence that 
demonstrates that a systematic problem exists and how new codes would correct these 
problems. 
 
What is particularly troubling about the June 11 revision of the SBSB is how hard it 
strains to twist what little new data has been collected in order to prove its point.  
 
For instance two new pieces of misleading information has been added to the revised 
document. They are: 1) Statistics collected by San Francisco Animal Care and Control 
(ACC) and 2) Acknowledgement of the tragedy that killed 3000 birds in Beebe, AK on 
New Year’s Eve, 2011. 
 
According to the SBSB document SF/ACC has reported collecting 938 birds in a two 
year period (469/year). It does not state where these birds were found or how they died. 
The (false) implication made by the SBSB report is that every dead bird found in San 
Francisco died from a collision with a building or window. In reality these birds died 
from a dozens of different causes. 
 
As a volunteer I monitor four acres in San Francisco where over 250 dead birds are found 
each year. I have photographs of their bodies. Not a single one of these birds died as a 
result of a colliding with a building. 
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As a wildlife rehabilitation volunteer I see birds whose injuries run the gamut of causes: 
car accidents; poisoning; infectious disease (viral, bacterial, fungal); bodies drained by 
ticks, flees, lice and mites; greased and oiled; attacked by predatory birds; attacked by 
mammals; birds fallen out of nests; abandoned by parents and (yes) ones that have 
collided with something. The use of ACC’s mortality statistic is, in this context, 
misleading and inappropriate and should not be part of training material. 
 
SBSBs reference to the mass bird deaths in Arkansas is even more puzzling. The causes 
of their death in the small, darkened town of “Beebe” (pop. 5,500) is the opposite of how 
the SBSB wants us to believe that birds die due to collisions. Beebe does not have tall 
buildings. On New Year’s Eve, 2011, celebration fireworks frightened roosting 
Blackbirds into the air. According to reports birds slammed into parked cars, trees, 
unlighted utility towers and the roofs of residential houses. Birds died not because of tall 
modern buildings, glass windows or confusing lights, but rather because they could not 
see where they were flying.  
 
How does this cause of death in Beebe square with the SBSBs desire for a “Lights Out” 
San Francisco? Even more ironic is the fact the houses where collisions did occur would 
have been exempt from the restrictions proposed in the SBSB (p. 32) because they are 
residences and (presumably) less than 45’ tall. 
 
During the Fall bird migration of 2008 “The Golden Gate Audubon Society” conducted a 
six week study of bird collisions among the tall buildings of downtown San Francisco 
(“Gull”, Vol. 93, No.9, Dec. 2008). They have never published the results of this study or 
divulged any of its data. Further, no subsequent study was undertaken. 
 
The Bay Area is home to more dedicated avian conservation organizations than anywhere 
else in the country. (PRBO, CAS, GGRO, SFBBO, IBRCC, etc.).  None of these 
organizations have supplied studies, data or weighed in on this issue. 
 
This is baffling to me. Your department has identified two theoretical (building) hazards 
to migrating and resident birds: “feature related” and “location related” hazards. I cannot 
understand why, prior to publishing SBSB, you did not first identify a set of buildings in 
the most hazardous locations containing hazardous features. You could then have enlisted 
(Audubon?) volunteers to monitor bird strikes in these neighborhoods. This would have 
provided useful baseline statistics to support the theme of SBSB. 
 
One implication I read from your document is that you consider bird strikes to be a global 
law of nature; and that its existence need not be (re)proved in every locale. Many 
ornithologists who study bird collisions disagree with this premise. 
 
In the conclusion to his 2005 report about bird collisions at the Empire State Building 
(“Night Moves: Nocturnal Bird Migration from the Top of the Empire State Building”), 
Dr.Robert Decandido quotes his colleague, Dr. Joelle Gehring from Central Michigan 
University: 
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“Fewer avian collisions occur at tall structures near cities, but we do not know why. What 
we do know now is that each site is unique because of its location, the number of species 
of birds passing through the area in migration, wind/weather patterns, type and intensity 
of lighting used, etc.” 
 
We need to uncover the unique nature of the neighborhoods and districts of San 
Francisco before laws, codes or voluntary programs are enacted. Laws should be based 
on the truths we discover in the field. 
 
Without baseline statistics that describe the bird collision problem today the city will 
never know if the remedial measures described in SBSB are successful or not. We will 
never know if our efforts are doing more harm than good.  
 
Sincerely, 
 
Richard Drechsler 
740 Rhode Island St.  
San Francisco, CA 94107 
415-641-7076 
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         December 28, 2010 
 
 
Regarding:    “Standards for Bird-Safe Buildings” (SBSB) 
                       Public Review Draft, October 2010 
 
 
Dear Planning Department Commissioners, 
 
Let me admit from the outset that I am a birder, nature guide, wildlife hospital volunteer 
and frequent bird rescuer. I worry about birds. 
 
But I believe that there are many problems with this report because its information, 
conclusions and recommendations are not grounded by data collected in San Francisco. 
The authors frequently assume that the “bird-glass” collision problem is a “physical law” 
and occurs in the same way and degree in San Francisco as it does in New York City, 
Toronto and Chicago: Hence the many references to these cities. 
 
This report cannot lead us, empirically, to offending buildings or neighborhoods or 
quantify the extent of bird mortality there. It seems as though the “Recommendations and 
Guidelines” section (P. 27) is merely trying to address a theoretical or even a political 
problem. And because there is no real local data to evaluate, much of the information 
presented is anecdotal. The report tries to leverage unrelated references, such as the 
tragedy of Altamont Pass (P. 23), in order to persuade readers.  
 
In the month since I read this report I have attempted to find supporting empirical 
evidence for its theories. I would like to give two examples to show why it is important to 
tailor your research to the physical and natural ecology of San Francisco.  
 
The first main theme of this report is that large institutional buildings with facades of 
glass or ones that are illuminated (from inside or out) confuse a bird’s navigational senses 
that lead to collisions. The paper does not talk about or show smaller houses or other 
residential structures that may also threaten birds. Omitting residences and residential 
neighborhoods from this discussion may work in the case of Manhattan (that has very 
few single family residences) but it does not describe San Francisco.  
 
An example of this is the discussion (P. 15) about the deaths of three raptors; fledgling 
Peregrine Falcons who are born on roofs or ledges and learn to fly between tall buildings 
and in narrow air space. Their sad deaths while learning to fly does not tell the full story 
of the life of raptors in San Francisco.  
 
San Francisco’s local “Golden Gate Raptor Observatory” (GGRO) tracks injured and 
dead raptors that are identified by an aluminum band fitted on their leg. They “band” 
these birds in the Marin Headlands, just across the Golden Gate Bridge. 
 
During the last five years the GGRO has collected information about approximately 330 
of their raptors who have died. Of these, 25 (7 %) were found dead or mortality injured in 
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San Francisco. One or two birds were found in the downtown (high-rise) district and 
none were classified as victims of high-rise building collisions. 
 
Further reading of GGRO’s records shows many raptors flying into the windows, patio 
doors and into the interior of small residences. Residential structures are a bird safety 
factor in San Francisco, but are not discussed in “SBSB”.  
 
The second theme of “SBSB” is that birds are most vulnerable during their two seasonal 
Fall/Spring migrations.  The report specifies dates of special concern for these two 
seasons. No data is supplied to support the establishment of either set of dates.  
 
One source of data to help gauge the nature of seasonal injuries to birds exists in wildlife 
hospital intake records. Data from one local hospital, collected for 19 years, show a large 
decline in mortality and injury during the period that your “SBSB” report calls “Fall 
Migration”. 
 
 The “SBSB” report claims that adults and hatch-year birds (250 species) that migrate 
over San Francisco can get hurt or killed by offending buildings. Actually, injuries during 
“Fall Migration” are half what they are during the prior season.  Injuries during “Spring 
Migration” are also less than in the summer. The “SBSB” report does not address the 
causes of injury or locations of collisions during the season when injury and death are 
greatest. 
 
In sum, I do not believe that these guidelines should be distributed until local, 
professionally administered studies are complete. Studies need to measure and report on 
dangers to birds from all of San Francisco’s major building types, during all seasons.  
 
The bay area is the home of at least four research groups specifically focused on bird 
conservation (SFBBO, PRBO, GGRO and SCPBRG). None of these groups have 
participated in the writing of your report. They should be involved. 
 
Finally, my concern is that by not having comparative baseline statistics the city will 
never know if its bird safety recommendations are effective. Hard data will help you 
educate property owners and convince some of the many lives that they can help to save.  
 
 
 
Sincerely yours, 
       
Richard Drechsler 
740 Rhode Island St.                                                                                           
San Francisco, CA 
(415)641-7076 
 
 
 
 
       


